


Endemic Thoughts in a Pandemic 
“A Pandemic is first created in the imagination of an 
Epidemiologist”

“Epidemiologists study epidemics in order to 
imagine the management of a pandemic”

“When a consensus view of eminent 
epidemiologists believe that a pandemic is real, 
there is a major possibility of it becoming a global 
reality”

“For a natural global catastrophe to occur, it 
requires the majority of people in the world to 
believe that it is true”

“Any Social System with a fixed doctrine & dogma 
is a religion. Therefore science is a religion for 
atheists and so is Epidemiology”

“Without wisdom, a theory becomes a doctrine, 
which is a dogma”

“If I believe that a virus is an active genetic 
programme, that causes fear & panic, that is my 
experience and my reality”



“Beliefs mutate, so genes mutate, so viruses 
mutate”

“Beliefs are active or dormant, genes are active or 
dormant, viruses are active or dormant”

“Beliefs are a programme, genes are a programme, 
viruses are a programme”

“The breath of life is deep, not shallow”

“Face masks allow shallow breathers to breathe 
less deeply”

“Those who are experiencing the effects of a 
negative reality, will demonise those who they 
believe to be causing it”

“We now know that killing good bacteria preserves 
illness, at the expense of good health”

“The mentality that cures meat & fish by killing 
bacteria, is the same mentality that cures disease 
by killing bacteria”

“When a Doctor says: I can cure your disease, you 
can be sure he will preserve it”



“When a Grocer says: I can cure your bacon, you 
can be sure he will preserve it”

“When I am curing illness, I am preserving 
unwellness”

“When I am treating illness, I am mistreating 
wellness”

“When I am treating symptoms, I am not healing 
the cause”

“The only difference between a medicine & a 
poison is dosage”

“Immunity from poisonous medications is a simple 
matter of not needing them”

“A healthy autonomous inner detox system is 
immune from external medical intervention”

“A healthy auto-immune system doesn’t need a 
boost”

“Infection is the inner effect of a suppressed auto-
immune system”

“We all need immunity from the insanity of corrupt 
science”



“Healthy people have a natural immunity to illness”

“Healthy people do not need a world vaccination 
programme as part of their operating system”

“It is a great irony that the inventor of the first global 
operating system for computers, is now promoting 
the biggest global corruption in the  operating 
system of Human Health & Wellbeing ”

“Old beliefs are toxic, inflammatory & viral”

“Release an old belief, deliver a new belief, cleanse 
the programme”

When I disallow my body naturally detoxing, I will 
become ill”

“When I think that I am unwell, it is my belief that is 
making me ill”

“When I am being physically sick, it doesn’t mean I 
am ill”

“Coughing, sneezing, a runny nose, a temperature, 
sickness and diarrhoea are all ways that a healthy 
body naturally detoxifies”



“When my perspective is sick or toxic, so is my 
body and vice versa”

“Health management requires a positive mental 
perspective”

“Symptoms of a disease, when properly managed, 
do not need to cause dis-ease or illness”

“Happiness is a good fit, called laughing”

“Coughing is not a good fit”

“Sneezing is not a good fit”

“Pique is not a good fit”

“My immunity doesn’t mean I won’t have the 
symptoms associated with a virus, it means I won’t 
suffer any ill effects of a virus”

“Most people have no idea what is best for their 
self, let alone other people”

“Whenever we try to do what is best for other 
people, we fail miserably”

“Health & immunity are unique to each individual 
person”



“Herd immunity is a personal detachment from 
other people’s toxic beliefs & dramas”

“Health & immunity are individual to each human 
person”

“Herd immunity applies to Animals, not to Individual 
Human Choice”

“A Herd Mentality occurs when we defer our 
individual choice and follow the beliefs of an 
external doctrine”

“Doctors & Doctrine share the same root”

“A correctly functioning immune system is a toxic 
waste disposal programme functioning effectively”

“Immunisation is natural, vaccination is unnatural”

“When corrupt data goes viral, it causes a 
meltdown in the operating system”

“When others are disaffected by your authority, you 
may consider reflecting on your own apparent 
bigotry & arrogance”



“Those who think they know what is best for others 
are called arrogant, self-righteous bigots”

“The biggest challenge that Mainstream Science 
faces today is the eradication of virulent strains of 
Bigotry, Hubris, Avarice & Greed”

“When a conviction is virulent, it can cause 
widespread panic”

“It is the stress that a viral strain causes that 
suppresses the immune system”

“The belief that a particular virus will kill a lot of 
people, is the major cause of a pandemic”

“The belief that a virus can kill me, is a major cause 
of death during a pandemic”

“Negative DNA is spread as a negative influencer 
via fear & negative beliefs”

“Negative beliefs cause a negative influence that 
can become viral”

“Influenza is a viral negative influencer”

“The Deep State of World Government is actually 
very shallow”



“A virus is a corrupt programme in a person’s belief 
system. It’s a DNA corruption that causes corrupt 
cells to self destruct”

“Science knows that a virus is not a living 
organism”

“Medical practitioners believe a virus to be alive”

“Disaffected means feeling the negative effects of 
other people’s authority”

“Isolation is an effect of fear, caused by a 
disaffected belief system”

“If autophagy is the cells internal waste 
management system, what is a dead cells 
undertaker called?”

“If the way that you think is dangerous to your 
health, change your experience with a healthier 
perspective”

“Toxic thoughts & toxic emotions cause  toxic 
experiences”

“A toxic perspective is the effect of toxic beliefs, 
which cause toxic behaviour”



“Medical interventions are for people who believe 
that doctors can cure them of illness”

“Only leaders are allowed to make intuitively 
intelligent choices. All followers must justify their 
choices with intellectual reasoning”

“An expert is someone who has a little knowledge 
about a subject that nobody knows anything about”

“An unambiguous certainty only exists in an 
absolute realm beyond duality, and certainly not in 
any computer algorithm”

“Everything in physical duality is by definition 
ambiguous and therefore uncertain”

“When we confuse intellect with consciousness, we 
deny our emotional intelligence”

“When we confuse intelligence with intellect, we 
deny our intuition”

“When we confuse intelligence with consciousness, 
we give life to inanimate objects”

“Viruses proliferate, evolve, mutate and vary from 
country to country, so science assumes that they 
are alive”



“Domestic waste proliferates, evolves, mutates and 
varies from country to country, but it is not alive”

“It is no good fighting a government bureaucracy 
that believes it is acting in people's best interests”

“Science has no clear distinction between our 
immune system and our cellular waste disposal 
system”

“Science tells us that all the cells in our body are 
replaced over time but it doesn't tell us how our 
dead cells are disposed of?”

“The belief that a virus causes a disease is a defect 
in mental programming”

“When there is no risk to health, immunity from 
sickness is unnecessary”

“Fighting a virus depletes the immune system and 
defeats its objective”

“Boosting my immune system is a better response”

“Fighting a virus is a senseless reaction”



“Fighting a virus is like fighting a belief, it will 
convict you”

“Pneumonia is the bodies inability to breathe 
healthily, which can be fatal”

“All Officials conspire together to get their 
perspective of reality endorsed as a Theory with 
Authority”

“For every authorised official perspective of reality, 
there will be a contrasting, unauthorised, unofficial 
version; called a conspiracy theory”

“As everyone has their own version of what is true, 
we are all experts on what is true for us”

“Everyone is a World Authority on their own 
perspective of world reality”

“Other people will happily change your life, to make 
their life better”

“Relying on other people to change your life for the 
better, is not a good strategy”

“Personal immunity is relative to personal health”

“There are varying degrees of personal immunity”



“There are no varying degrees of viral strength & 
weakness”

“What is making critically ill patients, terminally ill?”

“What is making chronically sick patients, critically 
ill?”

“What is making acutely ill patients, chronically 
sick?”

“What is really compromising the immune system of 
chronically, critically & terminally ill people?”

“The Medical Profession believes it has the right to 
keep you alive at any cost”

“We all have the right to choose the time and place 
of our own death. Most people believe that this is 
not a realistic option”

“Heart disease is the bodies inability to keep its 
blood flowing healthily”

“Cells are not fatal but an over-generation of too 
many toxic cells, called cancer, can be”



“Viruses are not fatal but an overactive immune 
system, driven by the fear of death, can be”

“Sub-conscious programmes & beliefs convert the 
pure potential of emotion into an intensely dramatic 
experience”

“Natural Disasters are an oxymoron”

“Disasters are a personal perspective caused by a 
negative belief about nature”

“It is the nature of man to cause disasters”

“I cannot create a problem, I cause it with my 
negative perspective”

“Disasters are not created, they are caused by 
human thinking”

“In the battle between Man and the Planet for 
Survival, Gaia always wins” 

“The malignant force in this world that makes things 
go wrong is called 'me'”

“We only experience evil when we live backwards”


https://twitter.com/inner_coach/status/1242010205501652992


“Health is a choice that I choose when I make 
healthy choices”


“Illness is a choice that I choose when I make 
unhealthy choices”


“Cancer, heart disease & dementia are all the effect 
of a suppressed health system”


“A healthy immune system is the only immunity to 
illness”


“The body’s health system is immune to infection”


“The body’s immune system is disaffected by ill 
health”


“The only immunity to infection is to not be 
affected”


“An unhealthy body is the effect of an unhealthy 
belief system”


“Suppressing the symptoms of a virus, 
compromises the immune system”


“Naturally detoxifying the body is the only 
immunity to ill health”




“A little dis-ease is not a disease”


“When I suppress my body’s ability to detoxify 
naturally, I suppress my immunity to ill health”


“The body’s natural immunity to a toxic world is 
good health”


“A healthy body is maintained with a healthy mind, 
expressing healthy emotions”


“A Cell has consciousness. It is a self-organising 
entity. A virus is not self-organising”


“A virus is a mental thought particle, without its 
own consciousness”


“A conscious mind has a choice of thought as to 
its definition of a virus”


“It is the mental perspective of a thought of a 
conscious mind that gives a virus a definite 
meaning & purpose”


“A virus, like a bacteria, is as beneficial or 
detrimental as our individual mental conscious 
thought believes it to be”




“Medical science sees auto-immune as a disease 
not a natural detox system”


“Automatic Immunity is an anathema to medical 
science”


“Mental Health is unique to each exclusive 
Individual”


“Mental ill health is inclusively & divisively shared 
communally”


“When Epidemiologists turn epidemics into 
pandemics, pandemonium ensues”


“In reality, we do not die from any disease, we die 
from the inability to heal our disease”


“COVID-19 is a viral belief that an influenza corona 
virus can kill me”


“COVID-19 is a pandemic of fear caused by toxic viral 
thinking”


“In reality, COVID-19 kills people with a chronically 
suppressed immune system”




“In actuality, medicating illness, suppresses the 
immune system, by turning an acute illness chronic”


“In truth, I become ill by not taking responsibility for 
healing my Self”


“Only healthy beliefs allow a healthy experience of 
life”


“Toxic beliefs cause a toxic experience of life”


“Being Well requires healthy beliefs expressing 
healthy emotions as a healthy experience”


